
Copy these terms and symbols to your folder, page 6.  I’ve included a graphic to 
emphasize the meaning.  Draw your own picture to demonstrate each term or symbol. 
Text in red explains the picture. 
 
>  accent mark, shows that a note is louder than others  
the loudest person is the one with the megaphone 
measure group of beats as determined by the accent patterns  
there’s 12 inches in a foot 
meter (or “time signature”) the two numbers at the beginning of a song that 

tell (top number) how many beats are in a measure, and (bottom 
number) the type of note that gets one beat 

there’s 16 ounces per pint 
ostinato a repeated accompaniment pattern 
the floor tiles create a pattern below the furniture 
form  the structure in music; how it is put together by patterns  
the wood blocks form a castle using 5 shapes 
binary form a tune in two sections (AB) 
lines and circles 
ternary (rounded binary) form a tune in three sections (ABA)  
Chair. Table. Chair. 

y  4 sixteenth notes (ti-ri ti-ri). Four equal sounds in one beat.  

We usually say “watermelon” in this rhythm 

M  2 sixteenth notes / 1 eighth note (ti-ri ti). Three sounds in one 

beat, the first two sounds dividing the first half beat evenly. 
We usually say “apple pie” in this rhythm 

M  1 eighth note / 2 sixteenth notes (ti ti-ri). Three sounds in one 

beat, the first = ½ beat, the last two evenly dividing the ½ beat. 
We usually say “hamburger” in this rhythm 

je  dotted quarter / eighth note (tai-ti). 1 ½ beats of sound + ½ beat 

of sound  
We usually say “sandals” in this rhythm 

ej           eighth / dotted quarter notes (ti-tai). ½ beat of sound + 1½ beats of sound 

d  dotted half note (ta-a-a). Three beats of sound. 
 

eq e  syncopation (syn-co-pa). Two beats of three sounds, the 2nd 

lasting one beat, the outer two lasting ½ beat each. Syncopation means 
the stressing of beats not normally stressed.  

We usually say “potato” in this rhythm 

Lightning McQueen’s last name and “k-ching” use this rhythm 
 

The drowning victim yells “help….” then takes a breath. 
 


